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Learning Compliant Manipulation through
Kinesthetic and Tactile Human-Robot Interaction

Klas Kronander and Aude Billard
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Abstract—Robot Learning from Demonstration (RLfD) has been iden-
tified as a key element for making robots useful in daily lives. A wide
range of techniques has been proposed for deriving a task model from
a set of demonstrations of the task. Most previous works use learning
to model the kinematics of the task, and for autonomous execution the
robot then relies on a stiff position controller. While many tasks can
and have been learned this way, there are tasks in which controlling
the position alone is insufficient to achieve the goals of the task. These
are typically tasks that involve contact or require a specific response to
physical perturbations. The question of how to adjust the compliance
to suit the need of the task has not yet been fully treated in Robot
Learning from Demonstration. In this paper, we address this issue and
present interfaces that allow a human teacher to indicate compliance
variations by physically interacting with the robot during task execution.
We validate our approach in two different experiments on the 7 DoF
Barrett WAM and KUKA LWR robot manipulators. Furthermore, we
conduct a user study to evaluate the usability of our approach from a
non-roboticists perspective.

Index Terms—Robot Learning from Demonstration, Compliant Control,
Physical Human-Robot Interaction, Haptic feedback, Tactile interfaces

1 INTRODUCTION

HUMANS demonstrate an impressive capability to
manipulate fragile objects without damaging them,

graciously controlling the force and position of hands
or tools. Traditionally, robotics has favored position con-
trol over force control to produce fast, accurate and
repeatable motion. In well organized work-cells, position
controlled robots excel in repetitive tasks, e.g. in the
auto manufacturing industry. However, for extending
the applicability of robotic manipulators outside the
strictly controlled environments of industrial work cells,
position control is inadequate. In tasks which involve
contact with objects whose positions are not known with
perfect certainty, the use of pure position control can
cause unbounded rise of the contact force, ultimately
leading to dangerous behaviors such as breakage or
unstable control. For such tasks, smooth and compliant
manipulation requires a controller that regulates the
relationship between positional deviations and forces on
the robot rather than stiffly following a position or force
trajectory.

There are different ways to achieve compliant ma-
nipulation, depending on the task representation and
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Fig. 1: The figure shows the principles behind the proposed interface.
The teacher interacts with the robot as it is moving to alter its stiffness.
To decrease the stiffness the teacher wiggles the robot around its
current position (left figure). To increase the stiffness, the teacher
increases the grip force with which he holds the robot (right figure).
The robot responds online to these stimuli, so that the teacher gets
immediate haptic feedback on the new stiffness.

control system of the robot. For torque controlled robots,
compliance can be described and controlled either in
joint coordinates or Cartesian coordinates [1]. Recently,
there has been a strong interest in developing robots
with inherently compliant joints [2]. These robots have
the advantage of being safer than robots for which
compliance is achieved actively, since the robot remains
compliant even in the case of sensor failures etc. Further-
more, these mechanisms allow energy to be stored which
has been demonstrated to be very useful for explosive
tasks such as hammering [3]. Regardless of how the
physical compliance is achieved (joint space/task space
and active/passive), the compliance should be chosen to
suit the needs of the task at hand. This is often a hard
problem, and previous approaches typically need accu-
rate models of the interaction environment [4], [5], [6].
Furthermore, the task may require that these parameters
change during the task execution. In this work, we treat
this problem in a Learning from Demonstration frame-
work. To this end, we propose teaching interfaces that
allow to change the stiffness of the robot by physically
interacting with it. Using these interfaces, the teacher can
teach the robot how it should vary its stiffness during
the task. These interfaces work both in task space and
joint space.

In our previous work [7], we presented a system
for teaching Cartesian space stiffness variations. With
that system, the user could modify the compliance of
the robot online. To reduce the stiffness of the robot
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in a particular direction, the teacher would wiggle the
end-effector along that direction. The robot would then
respond immediately by reducing the stiffness propor-
tionally to the amplitude of the wiggling. In this work,
we improve that interface by introducing frequency
domain separation of the measured interaction, where
only interaction in a selected band have an effect on the
stiffness. This has the benefits of reducing the effect of
interaction components which arise from contact with
the environment and that it allows the teacher to use
slow interaction to feel the stiffness of the robot without
actively changing it. In this work, we also generalize
the interface from [7] so that it can be used for stiffness
modulation both in Cartesian and joint space. We further
extend our previous work by introducing a new mode
of interaction for increasing the stiffness. To this end,
the robot monitors the pressure with which the teacher
grasps the robot arm, and uses high grasping force as
an indication to increase the stiffness, see Fig. 1. In [7],
the position command came from prerecorded reference
trajectories. Both the desired trajectory and stiffness
variations were time-dependent. In this work, we show
that our techniques for teaching stiffness variations can
be used together with autonomous dynamical systems
for modeling the positional aspects of the task, while
encoding the stiffness variations as a function of the
position of the robot rather than time. Which of the
time-dependent or time-independent encodings to use
depends on the task. Specifically, for tasks that require
stiffness variations to occur in certain physical config-
urations, a time-independent encoding is advantageous
since it is robust to perturbations delaying the execution
of the task. Summarizing, this paper extends [7] in the
following ways:

1) Frequency domain separation of the measured in-
teraction.

2) Modified version of the interface for teaching joint
space stiffness variations.

3) The introduction of a new mode of interaction for
increasing the stiffness.

4) Learning stiffness variations as a function of the
robot position in place of time.

We demonstrate the proposed approach for learning
compliant manipulation in two tasks. The first experi-
ment consists in teaching a robot to vary its compliance
when pouring a drink, so that moderate perturbations
can be absorbed without spilling. Here, the proposed
system for decreasing and increasing stiffness in Carte-
sian space is demonstrated. The second experiment
demonstrates the system for teaching joint space stiffness
variations in a match-lighting task. The results show that
by teaching a varying stiffness profile, the success-rate
when lighting a match is greatly increased compared
to both fixed low and fixed high stiffness. Furthermore,
the efficiency of the proposed teaching interfaces is
evaluated in a user study, where subjects were asked to
teach the robot a stiffness for improving the performance

of a drawing task.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides

an overview of related research, Section 3 introduces the
controllers that are used in this work. This is followed
by a detailed presentation of the teaching interfaces in
Section 4. In Section 5, we present two examples of task
learning that use the proposed interfaces together with
different learning algorithms. Section 6 presents the user
study and the results obtained from it. The paper is
concluded with a discussion and an outlook into future
directions of research in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Robot Learning from Demonstration has been identified
as a key element for making robots useful in everyday
situations [8][9]. During the last decade, extensive efforts
have been made for developing systems for learning
various aspects of manipulation tasks. With a few ex-
ceptions, previous works in RLfD for manipulation ul-
timately rely on a stiff position controller for executing
the task that has been learned. For tasks involving free
motion and simpler tasks involving contact, this may be
sufficient. However, for tasks requiring specific forces
to be exerted on the environment, or tasks involving
contact as important elements, the use of stiff position
control is insufficient [4].

Calinon et al. [10] proposed to derive stiffness vari-
ations for a compliant controller from the kinematic
demonstrations of the position trajectories. A probabilis-
tic model is fit to the demonstrated trajectories, and the
stiffness profile is shaped so that the robot adopts a high
stiffness in directions of low variance. This approach
is attractive in that the stiffness does not have to be
demonstrated separately. The stiffness determines how
the robot responds to unexpected perturbations, so the
assumption that variability of position and stiffness are
directly related in the positional demonstrations may
not always be reasonable. In our approach, we take
inspiration from this work by mapping variability in the
interaction to reduced stiffness in our teaching interface.
The stiffness profile is however learned independently
and does not depend on the positional demonstrations.

In [11], the same approach for setting the stiffness
as in [10] was used. Furthermore, the robot learned a
model of the contact forces that should arise in correct
manipulation. First, the positional profile of the task was
taught using kinesthetic teaching. When the positional
profile for the task was learned, the teacher demon-
strated the interaction forces using a haptic device while
the robot was executing the learned motion. A model
describing the desired contact forces was then built,
and used by the robot to determine the desired force
during task execution. The robot was then controlled
by adding the desired contact force to the output of
the compliant position controller. Another approach for
learning interaction forces from demonstration is pre-
sented in [12]. In that work, the force profile for the
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task was described by goal-directed dynamical system
and the task was executed using the parallel approach
to force/position control [13]. In [12], there is no learning
of stiffness, and in [11] and [10] the stiffness is learned
from kinematic data, with no feedback provided to the
teacher during training. Our work is thus complemen-
tary to these as we propose to learn stiffness variations
from demonstrations, with haptic feedback given to the
teacher during the demonstration process. It should be
emphasized that for demonstrating force or impedance
trajectories, it is crucial to provide haptic feedback to the
teacher, since it is not generally possible to demonstrate
meaningful force and stiffness variations without feeling
the contact and/or resistance. In both [11] and [12]
the demonstrations of the interaction forces are given
using external haptic devices. In our work, the teacher
indicates stiffness variations by physically interacting
with the robot. The robot updates its stiffness online,
and thus acts as a haptic display for the teacher who
can immediately feel the effect of the interaction. The
use of a external haptic device is thus not necessary.

In our previous work [14] we took a different approach
at incorporating force information in RLfD. That work
developed a controller learned from demonstration that
allowed human robot collaboration for lifting a beam.
A teacher provided demonstrations of desired velocity
response to force stimuli while a human was performing
the collaborative lifting with the robot. The perceived
force/torque at the end-effector was then encoded to-
gether with the demonstrated velocity in a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM), and after learning the robot
could perform the collaborative lifting by conditioning
the GMM on the perceived force/torque and generate
the velocity response using Gaussian Mixture Regression
(GMR). This work was extended in [15], where the
apparent inertia of the robot was varied using adaptive
control to increase the performance of the collaborative
task. The concept of using force as stimuli was also
used in [16] for teaching motions based on haptic input.
The perceived force/torque was displayed to the teacher
using a haptic device, and the teacher demonstrated
motion response. These works use force as stimuli for
generating velocity, and are thus different from [12] and
[11] which include desired interaction forces as outputs
from the task model. In contrast to all of these works,
we take the perspective that stiffness variations can be
crucial to successful task execution in many situations.
The possibility to teach stiffness variations is not only
relevant from a task performance perspective, but also
for safety in situations where the robot works closely to
humans.

In [17], an incremental approach for adjusting the
position profile encoded in a Hidden Markov Model
is presented. A specialized impedance controller with a
refinement tube is presented, which allows for control
with partial compliance so that the teacher can refine
the motion by physical coaching. Note that while [17]
uses impedance control in their system, no learning of

task-appropriate impedance is involved.
Learning variable impedance control policies has been

formulated as an optimal control problem [18],[19].
These works specify the task constraints as a cost func-
tion and optimize the control actions subject to the
dynamics of the robot. This has the advantage that the
impedance profile is tailored to each robotic platform.
The cost functions used in the optimization typically
include a task performance term and an energy term.
[20] further uses inverse optimal control to infer a
task-based cost-function in order to transfer variable
impedance policies between different systems. Solutions
based on optimal control theory for varying the stiffness
to maximize link velocity of VSA systems has been
reported by [3] and [21]. Closely related to optimal
control is reinforcement learning (RL), which has been
used for learning variable impedance policies in [22].
In [23], an EM-based reinforcement learning algorithm
initialized by human demonstrations is presented. With
task-specific cost-functions, these algorithms are demon-
strated to tune the stiffness for high task performance
in various tasks, e.g. via-point trajectory following and
flipping a light switch [22] and flipping pancakes [23].
These works move RL in the same direction as we
wish to move RLfD in that they seek to improve task
performance by controlling the impedance of the robot it
addition to its position/velocity. A full discussion of the
progress in RL for variable impedance control is outside
the scope of this article.

Humans control the impedance of their limbs through
co-contraction of agonist-antagonist muscle pairs. An
apparatus for measuring human limb stiffness was pre-
sented in [24] and used for examining hypothesis regard-
ing human arm movement control. Similar setups have
since then been used in a number of experiments, includ-
ing [25] which reports that humans modulate stiffness to
deal with instabilities due to interactions. A controller
that adapts position trajectory, feed-forward force and
impedance according to principles derived from human
studies was presented in [26]. In contrast to transfer-
ring the principles of human impedance adaptation is
transferring impedance strategies for specific tasks. The
strategies used by humans to modulate impedance are
interesting and may provide valuable insight for select-
ing impedance for robots. In [20], human impedance es-
timation via EMG is used to derive optimization criteria
that can explain the stiffness modulation strategy chosen
by the human. This strategy is then transferred to the
robot by performing optimization on the resulting cost-
function subject to the dynamics of the robot. In contrast
to that work, we do not use the human as a model for the
controller, but rather as a teacher which is assumed to be
capable of selecting an impedance which is appropriate
for the robot and the task at hand.

3 CONTROLLERS
Compliant control can be achieved in different ways,
depending on the platform and task space representa-
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tion. In this paper we work with torque-controlled ma-
nipulators. We thus achieve compliance actively. Below,
we describe the Cartesian controller and the joint space
controller that are used in this work, highlighting the
parameters which are learned through interaction with
the teacher.

3.1 Cartesian Impedance Control

For robot position or velocity control, depending on
the task it may be easier to describe the motion in
Cartesian space (CS) rather than the robot joint space
(JS). Similarly, describing the desired compliance of the
robot is most often (but not always) easier in CS. The
desired compliance of the end-effector in CS can be
described in terms of a mechanical impedance, relating
the desired wrench response F ∈ R6 of the robot end-
effector to a deviation ∆x ∈ R6 from the desired pose:

F = M∆ẍ+D∆ẋ+K∆x (1)

Here, M ,D,K ∈ R6×6 respectively denote the desired
inertia, damping and stiffness of the robot end-effector.
By choosing the desired inertia to the intrinsic inertia of
the robot in its current state, the control objective (1) can
be achieved without the need of force-feedback in the
control loop [1] with the following controls:

F = K∆x+D∆ẋ (2a)

τ = JTF + τF (2b)

where τ represents the vector of commanded torques,
J represents the manipulator Jacobian and τF represents
a feedforward command containing e.g. gravity and
friction compensation torques1. The stiffness matrix K
consists of four sub-matrices:

K =

[
KP KPR

KRP KR

]
(3)

with KP ∈ R3×3 relating forces to positional errors,
KPR ∈ R3×3 relating forces to rotational errors, KRP ∈
R3×3 relating torques to positional errors and KR ∈
R3×3 relating torques to rotational errors. In this work
we impose a certain structure on the stiffness matrix by
decoupling it so that positional errors only result in force
corrections, and rotational errors only result in torque
corrections. This is achieved by choosingKPR = KRP =
0. Furthermore, we assign a diagonal structure to the
rotational stiffness KR = diag([kxR, k

y
R, k

z
R]T ), where the

elements on the diagonal represent the rotational stiff-
ness around the three axes of the end-effector frame
of reference. The behavior of the robot under control
of (2) is determined by the choice of stiffness K and
damping D. In our case, the translational stiffness Kp

is allowed to vary, while KR is constant. The damping

1. The more of the inherent position and velocity dependent dynam-
ics are included in this term, the closer the robot behavior will be to
the control objective (1).

D is designed to have the same structure as the stiffness
matrix:

D =

[
DP 0
0 DR

]
(4a)

Consider the eigendecomposition of the symmetric and
positive definite translational stiffness2 KP = QΛQT .
The translational damping is constructed around the
same eigenvectors, and with eigenvalues that are pro-
portional with constant ν ∈ R+ to the square-root of the
corresponding eigenvalues of KP :

DP = Q(νΛ
1
2 )QT (4b)

The rotational damping is designed similarly as a func-
tion of the rotational damping, resulting in a diagonal
rotational damping:

DR = νK
1
2

R (4c)

The constant ν can be tuned to adjust the damping of
the system. In all our experiments, we used ν = 2.
This controller is often referred to as ‘simple impedance
control’, has been used in numerous applications [27].
In our previous work [7], the robot learned to vary the
translational stiffness KP as a function of time, KP =
KP (t). In Section 5.1 in this paper, the translational
stiffness is instead learned as a function of the robot
position, KP = KP (x).

3.2 Joint Proportional-Derivative Control with Vary-
ing Gains
To control compliance at joint level, we use a propor-
tional derivative controller with gravity compensation
[28]. The command in this case is:

τ = K∆q +D∆q̇ + τF (5)

where τ ∈ RM represents the torques commanded to
the M robot joints, τF ∈ RM a feedforward command.
The feedback error is denoted ∆q ∈ RM . The physical
compliance of the robot can be varied by adjusting the
feedback gain matrices3 K ∈ RM×M and D ∈ RM×M .
We constrain the gains to be diagonal matrices, which
means that a positional deviation on a joint only result
in corrective torques on that same joint. The stiffness
ki of each joint i = 1 . . .M are learnable parameters
while the damping of the corresponding joint is adjusted
automatically similarly to the Cartesian controller:

D = νK
1
2 (6)

where ν is again a constant determining the damping,
which in this work was chosen to ν = 2. Varying stiffness
is achieved by letting the joint stiffness K vary as a

2. Q ∈ R3×3 contains the orthonormal eigenvectors of the stiffness
matrix in its columns, and Λ ∈ R3×3 is a diagonal matrix that contains
the eigenvalues on its diagonal.

3. Note that the difference in dimensionality between CS and JS stiff-
ness and damping matrices. In the Cartesian case, the dimensionality
is always 6× 6 whereas in JS the dimensionality is M ×M , where M
is the number of joints.
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the proposed control scheme. The robot is con-
trolled with either Cartesian or joint impedance control. The stiffness
used by the controller is adapted online according to the interaction
provided by the teacher. Wiggling motions are used to decrease the
stiffness and increased grasp pressure is used to increase the stiffness.

function of e.g. time, K = K(t), or position, K = K(q)
of the robot. In our match-lighting experiment in Section
5.2, the joint stiffness is a function of time.

4 INTERFACES FOR TEACHING VARYING
STIFFNESS

In Section 3, we presented two types of controllers
that can be used for achieving motion with varying
physical compliance. To execute a task using one of the
controllers, the robot needs the desired pose along with
desired stiffness parameters at each time step. This work
is focused on how the robot can learn the variations of
stiffness parameters from demonstration, and we will
thus assume in this section that the desired position
profile is already known.

In order to demonstrate the desired stiffness to the
robot, the teacher must have a way of communicating to
the robot what stiffness it should use. We propose two
different modes of interaction that the teacher can use
to alter the stiffness of the robot. The first one is based
on perturbations imposed by shaking or tapping on the
robot. If the teacher wiggles or shakes the robot around
its current reference point, the robot will interpret this
as a signal to reduce the stiffness. The second mode of
interaction measures the force that the teacher grasps
the robot with, and interprets high measured force as a
signal to increase the stiffness. Both of these modes of
interaction are inspired by how we believe that humans
indicate decrease and increase of stiffness between one
another. For example, in dance and other sports, when
the teacher wishes to convey to the student that she
should relax, she may say ‘relax’ and at the same time
wiggle the limb that is too stiff. Similarly, to insist that a
certain body posture is important, a teacher may grasp
the students arm with a firm grip while guiding it to the
correct posture. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of the robot
control while the teacher is providing input through
these interfaces.

4.1 Stiffness Decrease Based on Imposed Perturba-
tions

As outlined above, this interface is designed such that
the robot will decrease its stiffness based on the per-
turbations imposed by the teacher. To this end, it is
necessary to measure the perturbations, which can be
done in many different ways depending on the available
sensors. The most straightforward way to measure the
interaction is to look at the position feedback error. If the
teacher is wiggling the robot around its desired reference
point, this will result in errors which are observable in
the feedback signal. Alternatively, for robots equipped
with joint torque sensors, e.g. the KUKA LWR, the
sensed interaction torques can be used as interaction
signal. This is preferable to using the positional feedback
signal as it allows interaction to be detected even if it
does not result in movement of the robot away from its
equilibrium position. This is important for applications
in which the maximum stiffness is so high that humans
will find it difficult to move the robot off its path.

In our previous work [7], we proposed to use the
perturbations in a time-window4 [t−S, t] for determining
the stiffness at time t. In this paper, we incorporate
a preparatory band-pass filtering step before proceed-
ing to computing the stiffness using the filtered signal.
The role of this filter is two-fold. First, it serves to
remove high-frequency content from the interaction. This
is desirable, as the raw signal is typically corrupted by
high frequency sensory noise, and because interaction
other than teaching (e.g. contact with environment) may
contribute to the interaction signal. While separating
the interaction signal in the frequency domain does not
guarantee that such effects are avoided, it does make
them less probable. Secondly, the lower frequency bound
on the filter gives the teacher the possibility to use slow
(low frequency) perturbations to feel how stiff the robot
is without actively changing the stiffness. Choosing the
lower cutoff frequency to f ≈ 0.5 Hz allows the teacher
to comfortably perform slow perturbations to feel the
stiffness of the robot. The upper cutoff frequency f
should be set to a value slightly above the frequency that
we can expect that a human teacher can be responsible
for. There have been physiological studies on this topic,
with reports of peak frequency for voluntary manipula-
tion involving hand and arm movements in the range
4-8 Hz [29] and 2-5 Hz [30] [31]. To have some margin,
the upper cut-off frequency was set to f = 10 Hz in this
work.

Let ξt ∈ RN denote the filtered interaction signal
at time t. The dimensionality N of the ξt is 3 in the
Cartesian case and equal to the number of joints in the
joint space case. To determine the stiffness based on the
teacher’s interaction, we take into account the interaction
signal received in the time frame [t − S, t]. Below, we
assume that there are M perturbation data points in this

4. S is a parameter which acts as a trade-off between smoothness of
the stiffness profile and delay in the adaptation.
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time frame, and we index these points as {ξi}Mi=1. The
first step is computing the empirical covariance matrix
of the perturbations:

Σt =
1

M

t∑
t−S

(ξt − µt)(ξt − µt)T (7a)

with

µt =
1

M

t∑
t−S

ξt (7b)

Based on this covariance matrix, we wish to determine
the direction(s) of interactions and a measure of the
intensity of the interaction in these direction. The way
this is done depends on whether CS or JS stiffness is to
be learned.

In the JS case with the controller from Section 3.2, the
stiffness is determined independently at joint level, c.f.
Eq. (5). The parameters to be determined are diagonal
entries of the joint stiffness matrix. To measure the
intensity of the perturbations on the joints, we consider
the diagonal of the interaction covariance matrix Σt. Let
σit denote the ith diagonal element of Σt. We map this
value to the corresponding joint stiffness kit as:

kit =


k λ<λ

k − k−k
λ−λ (σit − λ) λ<σi

t<λ

k λ>λ

(8)

The parameters k and k are the maximum and mini-
mum allowed stiffness values. The maximum stiffness
can be determined e.g. to prohibit too high stiffness
values in order to ensure safety of interaction, or it can be
set to the maximum stiffness allowed by the hardware.
The minimum stiffness can be set to some low value that
ensures that the robot is still capable of unconstrained
motion if the stiffness is reduced maximally. The sensi-
tivity of the stiffness as a function of the perturbations is
controlled by the parameters λ and λ, which determine
the amplitudes required to start reducing the stiffness
and to achieve minimum stiffness respectively.

In the Cartesian case, we wish to infer not only the
magnitude of stiffness but also its principal directions,
since the translational stiffness matrix is allowed to have
off-diagonal elements, refer to Section 3.1. The teacher
should be able to make the robot compliant in a partic-
ular direction by perturbing the robot selectively in that
direction. To achieve this, we consider the eigendecom-
position of the covariance matrix Σt:

Σt = QtΛtQ
T
t (9)

where Λt ∈ R3×3 is a diagonal matrix containing the
eigenvalues of Σt, and Qt ∈ R3×3 contains the cor-
responding orthonormal eigenvectors in its columns.
The eigenvectors represent the three principal directions
of the spatial perturbations imposed by the teacher.
The stiffness matrix is constructed around these same
eigenvectors, but with eigenvalues that are negatively
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Fig. 3: Top: An example of interaction signal and resulting stiffness
trajectory. This is a sinusoidal interaction with a frequency that starts
at 3 Hz, climbs to 12 Hz, drops to 6Hz and finally drops to 1Hz.
Note how the interaction signal does not affect the stiffness for
the frequencies outside the band-pass, chosen to [2Hz-10Hz] in this
example. Middle: 2d examples of covariance of the interaction, Bottom:
Stiffness ellipsoids resulting from the interaction examples.

proportional to the eigenvalues of the interaction signal
covariance matrix:

Kt = QtΓtQ
T
t (10)

with Γ is a diagonal with entries kit, i = 1 . . . 3 deter-
mined by a truncated linear map as in Eq. (8), replacing
the diagonal values of Σt with the eigenvalues λi, i =
1, 2, 3 of Σt. Fig. 3 provides a set of examples of 2d
interaction covariance matrices and resulting stiffness.

4.2 Stiffness Increase Based on Grasp Pressure
The perturbation-based interface described in Section 4.1
can be used to decrease the stiffness of the robot. When
using that interface, the default5 stiffness of the robot
is set to the maximum allowed stiffness, and decreased
locally based on the perturbations, refer to Section 4.1. In
this section, we present an extension that allows increase
of stiffness. The teacher indicates increase in stiffness by
increasing the grasp pressure with which he holds the
robot. This way, the default stiffness can be chosen to a
moderately compliant level, and increased or decreased
locally as required.

Depending on the sensing available for detecting the
grasp pressure, one can envision different ways to map
the pressure to a selective increase in stiffness. For ex-
ample, on a manipulator where several links are covered
with artificial skin, the detected pressure on a link could

5. By default stiffness, we mean the stiffness that the robot would
use in absence of any indication from the teacher.
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be mapped to a stiffness increase selectively to its parent
joint. Below, we describe the grasp pressure used in
our CS implementation. For CS, we propose to map
the perceived pressure from any part of the body to a
uniform increase of all the eigenvalues of the stiffness
matrix. This allows to use the two interactive modes in
conjunction to vary the stiffness at the end-effector, using
perturbations to shape and decrease the stiffness, while
using pressure to uniformly increase stiffness. To avoid
interpreting skin pressure signals arising from collisions
or other disturbances, approximately equal pressure on
antagonistic parts of the arm is required for the stiffness
to be changed. Let Ψa

t and Ψb
t denote the vectors of

pressure detected on the agonist and antagonist parts of
one part of the arm. Furthermore, let ψt denote a scalar
which represents the grasp pressure of the arm at time
t, defined by:

ψt = h(Ψa
t ,Ψ

b
t)

max{Ψa
t }+ max{Ψb

t}
2

(11a)

h(Ψa
t ,Ψ

b
t) =

{
1 if |max{Ψa

t } −max{Ψb
t}| < ε

0 otherwise
(11b)

The stiffness matrix is then shaped according to Eq. (10),
with eigenvalues:

kit = kd +
k − kd
ψ − ψ

max(ψt − ψ, 0)− kd − k
λ− λ

max(λit − λ, 0)

(12)
The first term is the default stiffness, which can be set
to some value in the lower allowed stiffness range. The
second term is the linear increase of stiffness from the
default value kd to the maximum allowed value k when
the pressure changes from its lower threshold ψ to its
upper threshold ψ. The lower threshold is important
since without it, a normal grasp force used e.g. for
wiggling the robot could unintentionally make the robot
stiffen up. The upper threshold should be a value which
is close to the maximum pressure a human teacher can be
expected to exert on the robot. Both these thresholds are
easily tunable parameters. The third term is the decrease
from kd to k as eigenvalue λi goes from its minimum
threshold λ to its upper threshold λ.

5 TASK LEARNING

The interfaces presented in Section 4 allow the teacher
to modify the stiffness of the robot online. To learn
from this interaction for subsequent autonomous task
executions, a learning algorithm must be used. As for
learning positional profiles, there are a wide range of
algorithms in machine learning that can be used to
learn a model based on demonstrations. In our pre-
vious work [7], we presented the Online Learning of
Varying Stiffness (OLVS) algorithm for incrementally
learning time-dependent stiffness variations using the
perturbation-based interface for decreasing the stiffness.
That approach did not learn the stiffness variations

directly, but instead saved all the perturbations imposed
by the teacher during the demonstration phase. These
perturbations where then replayed during subsequent
task executions, to achieve incremental refinement of
the stiffness profile. In this work, we revisit the task of
pouring a drink (initially used as an example task in [7]),
but instead learn the stiffness variations as a function of
the position of the robot.

5.1 Task: Pouring a drink
This learning scenario illustrates how the interfaces de-
scribed in Section 4 can be used in real world task. The
task consists in first transporting a bottle full of soda
toward a glass, and pour the soda into the glass when
it has been reached. In this task, it is preferable to be
very compliant in the reaching phase, where position is
not important and stiff behavior may cause aggressive
response to perturbations which result in spilling. How-
ever, when pouring, it is preferable to be stiff, since the
robot should attempt to reject any external perturbations
which may move the bottle from the glass. The robot
used for this task is the 7 DoF Barrett WAM. The forearm
of the robot is covered with artificial skin of the type
presented in [32], see Figures 1 and 6.

Our previous treatment of this task in [7] used fixed
reference trajectory for the position and orientation, and
OLVS for learning the stiffness variations. The reference
trajectories as well as the learned stiffness profile were
thus time dependent, which meant that perturbations
that significantly delayed the task would result in failure
such as the drink being poured before the glass was
reached. Below, we revisit the pouring task and address
these shortcomings by using autonomous dynamical
systems for modeling the kinematics of the task. Fur-
thermore, the stiffness is learned as a function of the
robot position, which ensures that the stiffness variations
happen when the task requires it rather than at a specific
time.

5.1.1 Position profile
To learn a generalized model of the kinematics of the
task, we model the position profile as an autonomous
Dynamical System (DS). The DS is modeled by a Gaus-
sian Mixture Model, trained with the Stable Estimator of
Dynamical Systems (SEDS) [33] algorithm to guarantee
that the motion converges to the glass regardless of start-
ing position. This approach uses a set of demonstrations
optimize the parameters of a GMM encoding an estimate
of the joint probability of the position and the velocity
of the robot. The velocity then becomes a function of
position through regression on the GMM, see [33] for
details. The representation of the desired position profile
as a DS is illustrated in Fig. 4.

At the onset of motion, the position of the end-effector,
xr0 ∈ R3 with respect to the target position x∗0 ∈ R3 is
computed:

x0 = xr0 − x∗0 (13a)
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Fig. 4: The figure shows the demonstrations provided by the teacher
(red dotted line) and the DS trajectories generated from the same
starting positions (blue). Two trajectories from other starting positions
(black) illustrate that similar motion is reproduced, with convergence
to the target.

The desired velocity w.r.t the target is then computed
using the DS, which maps the current relative position
to the desired relative velocity through the non-linear
function f : R3 7→ R3:

ẋt = f(xt) (13b)

To find a set point xdt+1 for the controller, we integrate
the previous relative position and change coordinates
to the robot reference frame via addition of the current
target position:

xdt+1 = xt + ∆tẋt + x∗t (13c)

Above, ∆t denotes the length of one iteration of the
control loop (δt = 0.002 in our implementation). The
target position is updated from its actual position6, while
the robot’s position is integrated open loop:

xt+1 = xdt+1 − x∗t+1 (13d)

5.1.2 Orientation Profile
When pouring a drink, the bottle should ideally remain
vertically oriented everywhere except when it is correctly
positioned above the glass. Having a time dependent
orientation profile will cause the robot to pour the drink
outside the glass if the robot is unable to reach the
glass in the planned time. The control of the orientation
should therefore depend on the state of the reaching
motion, and exhibit coupling so that if the end-effector
is moved away from the glass, the orientation of the
bottle immediately gets corrected. In our previous work
[34], such coupling between reach- and grasp motions
was observed in human subjects. In that paper, we
also developed the Coupled Dynamical Systems (CDS)
approach to mimic this capacity in robots. In this work,
we use a simplified version of CDS, which couples the
orientation of the end-effector to the state of the reaching
motion by using distance between the end-effector and
the glass as coupling variable.

We adopt the unit quaternion representation for the
orientation of the end-effector. Let ra and rb denote the
quaternions corresponding to the default and pouring

6. The position of the glass is tracked at 200 Hz by a marker-based
vision system.

orientation respectively. These orientations where cap-
tured by moving the robot to the desired orientations
and recording their quaternions. To compute the desired
orientation at time t, rdt , we interpolate between rq and
rb using spherical linear interpolation:

rdt =
sin(Ω(1− w))ra + sin(Ωw)rb

sin(Ω)
(14a)

where Ω satisfies cos(Ω) = ra · rb, and w ∈ [0, 1] is the
interpolation parameter, which we define as function of
the difference of the current position of the end-effector
xrt and the position of the glass x∗t :

w(xrt ,x
∗
t ) = exp(−κ(xrt − x∗t )T (xrt − x∗t )) (14b)

Here, κ is a parameter that controls how quickly the
rotation is changed as a function of movements to and
from the glass. This parameter was set experimentally to
κ = 0.06.

5.1.3 Stiffness Profile
The desired stiffness profile in the pouring task is to be
compliant during transport and stiff when pouring. As in
the choice of end-effector orientation, the stiffness should
thus depend on the state of the reaching motion rather
than time. This is a common situation for manipulation
tasks, i.e. that there is some kind of free motion where
it is generally preferable to use a low stiffness, and a
manipulation step that may involve contact that requires
a specific stiffness to be used locally. Therefore, it is
natural to learn the stiffness variations as a function of
the state of the robot. Furthermore, the teaching process
can be simplified by first demonstrating the general
stiffness that the robot should use as its default, and in
a secondary step demonstrating the local changes from
this default stiffness as the robot is performing the task.

We used the combined perturbation and pressure
based interface described by Eq. (12). First, the default
stiffness kd was set to the value in the middle of the
allowed stiffness range [k, k]. In our implementation,
this corresponds to k = 1000 N/m, k = 70 N/m and
kd = 535 N/m. For demonstrating the default stiffness,
the robot was set to hold a constant position while the
teacher was interacting with it to find a satisfactory
default behavior. Since a uniformly low default stiffness
was desirable, the teacher provided spherical perturba-
tions with increasing amplitude until a sufficiently low
stiffness was achieved. Once the interaction stopped, the
resulting stiffness matrix was saved as default stiffness.
The trace of the end-effector and the final stiffness at the
end of the first teaching step are shown in Fig. 5.

The robot then executed the task with the combined
perturbation and pressure-based interface (Section 4.2),
but now with kidef , i = 1, 2, 3 according to the default
stiffness learned in the preceding step. The orientation
of the default stiffness matrix is described by its eigen-
vectors Qdef . To preserve this orientation, the compu-
tation of the perturbation covariance matrix, Eq. (7a),
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Fig. 6: a,b): Teaching the stiffness variations for the pouring task. Here, the robot uses the default, low stiffness learned in the preceding step,
and stiffens up locally when the teacher applies pressure on the skin. c): Illustration of online motion adaptation as the glass is moved. d): The
robot resists the perturbation when pouring and stiffly remains in position. e): The robot is compliant when it is far from the glass.
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Fig. 5: Top: the end-effector trajectory (left: XY, middle: XZ, right
YZ) during interaction for determining the default stiffness. Bottom:
resulting stiffness ellipses (left: XY, middle: XZ, right YZ)

is preceded by rotation of the perturbation data points
onto the basis given by the columns of Qdef . During task
execution, the teacher grasped the forearm of the robot
and applied pressure as the robot approached the glass,
see Fig. 6. Three such demonstrations where provided,
and the stiffness trace was recorded when interaction
was detected together with the relative position between
the end-effector and the glass x = xr − x∗.

Based on the recorded data set, we seek a functional
relationship that allows the robot to choose its stiffness
based on the current relative position to the glass. To
minimize the amount of parameters used for the model-
ing of this relationship while ensuring that the resulting
stiffness is always symmetric and positive definite, we
represent the stiffness matrix by its Cholesky vector
l = [L1, . . . , L6]T , defined by7:

K = LTL, L =

L1 L2 L3

0 L4 L5

0 0 L6

 (15)

To represent the demonstrated data in a compact
model, we chose to use a GMM. Since the complexity
of the data is expected to be low, we set the number of
Gaussians to two only. The GMM was then trained using
the standard Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
[35]. The resulting GMM is a joint density estimate of

7. Note that K here represents the translational part of the stiffness
matrix.

the vector ξ ∈ R9 concatenating the relative position
between the end-effector and the glass and the Cholesky
vector:

p(ξ) =

K∑
k=1

πkN (ξ;mk,Ck) (16)

During task execution the robot should use this model
to choose its stiffness Cholesky vector as a function
of the relative position to the glass. This can be done
by GMR, which computes the conditional expectation
E{l|x} based on the GMM. One of the properties of
standard GMR is generalization, which means that re-
lationships found locally in the training data can be
used when inferring distant points in the input space.
For many applications, this is a desirable effect since it
can reduce the quantity of training data. However, in
some situations it is inappropriate to generalize in this
manner. The case of inferring stiffness is an example of
such a situation. Generalizing a locally linear relation-
ship to regions outside the training range would mean
that the inferred stiffness could grow unbounded. To
prevent this, we propose a novel regression strategy in
which the generalization can be controlled with a single
parameter. This regression method is described in detail
in the appendix. In addition to the GMM, this method
makes use of a basic conditional distribution pb(l|x)
that describes the desired relationship between inputs
and outputs in regions poorly covered by the training
data. As explained in the appendix, for regression it is
sufficient to define the mean of this basic distribution.
In this particular application, the mean of the basic
distribution is the Cholesky vector of the default stiffness
from the first demonstration phase.

As the robot performs the task autonomously, the
Cholesky vector l = l(x) is found with the regression
method described in the appendix. The output from
the regression is then used to reconstruct the Cholesky
matrix which is finally used to compute the stiffness
according to Eq. (15). Fig. 7 shows how the maximum
eigenvalue of the stiffness matrix varies as a function
of the distance to the glass in the xy-plane. Clearly, the
desired behavior of the stiffness increasing only locally
when the robot is close to the glass is fulfilled. We plotted
only one of the eigenvalues, since the pattern is similar
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Fig. 7: Left: The plot shows a 3d plot of the maximum eigenvalue of the
stiffness matrix as a function of the distance to the glass in the xy-plane.
Right: Same data as in the left plot, with a color-map for visualizing
variations of the maximum eigenvalue of the stiffness matrix.

for all three8.

5.2 Task: Lighting a match

Lighting matches is a typical example of a task that hu-
mans perform with ease, whereas a position controlled
robot will either break the match or apply too little
force if the matchbox is not exactly in the programmed
position. One solution would be to control the contact
force between the match and the matchbox directly. This
would, however, require very accurate force sensing at
the wrist and a more complicated control system, with
more parameters to be tuned. We hypothesized that
decreasing the stiffness as the robot strikes the match
is sufficient to limit the contact force in this task.

A JS control architecture was chosen for this task.
The primary reason for this choice was to exemplify
how our system can be used in JS9. One demonstration
of a joint space trajectory was given using kinesthetic
teaching. To get a smoothed version of the demonstrated
trajectory that is able to reproduce the trajectory with
high precision, we employed a Gaussian Process (GP) to
encode the demonstrated motion. For reproducing the
motion, the reference position q̂it of each joint i at time t
is retrieved through Gaussian Process Regression (GPR),
[36]:

q̂it = cTt (C + σqI)
−1
qi (17a)

where cTt = [c(t, t1), . . . , c(t, tN )]T is a vector containing
pairwise evaluation of the covariance between t and ev-
ery training point, C is a matrix containing the pairwise
covariance between all the points in the training set,
[C]ij = c(ti, tj). We define the covariance function as
the standard squared exponential:

c(t, t′) = σn exp

(
− (t− t′)2

l2

)
(17b)

In order to showcase the need for varying stiffness, we
first carried out a series of trials with fixed stiffness
values. In the first series of trials, the joint stiffness
was set to a high, constant value of 1000 Nm/rad for

8. In this task, a uniform increase was desired, and the pressure-
based interface increases the stiffness uniformly.

9. This task could also have been encoded in CS.
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Fig. 8: The stiffness profile for the elbow joint in the match-lighting
task. The shaded area indicates the striking phase. The remaining 6
joints of the robot had a constant stiffness of 1000 Nm/rad.

all joints. This stiffness is similar to position control,
as the robot is very stiff and effectively rejects most
external forces. 20 trials were carried out, and most
common outcome of these attempts was that contact was
established but the match broke. In a second set of trials,
the stiffness of the elbow joint was set to a constant value
of 50 Nm/rad. Motion around the elbow corresponds
in this case to approximately perpendicular motion be-
tween the match and the matchbox, hence reducing this
stiffness reduces the contact force between the match and
the matchbox10. The lower the stiffness in this joint is
set, the lower the contact force, and 50 Nm/rad is the
minimum value that was considered acceptable from the
perspective of maintaining the possibility to track the
position trajectory. Again, 20 trials were carried out, with
the most common outcome being that the match was
struck through thin air, due to inadequate precision in
positioning the match before the striking motion.

To achieve high precision in positioning while en-
suring compliant motion when striking, the stiffness
should be decreased only locally in the striking phase.
To achieve this, the perturbation based interface for
JS (Section 4.1) was used. As the robot executed the
motion, the teacher intervened in the striking phase by
wiggling the elbow joint around its reference trajectory.
The resulting stiffness was recorded with corresponding
time stamps. For smooth reproduction of the stiffness
profile, we used a GP similarly to the joint position
trajectory. The resulting stiffness profile can be seen in
Fig. 8.

The result was accurate positioning before establishing
contact with the matchbox, and a compliant motion
through the striking phase. While this controller still
occasionally breaks the matches, the success rate is
significantly higher (refer to Table 1) than for the two
settings with fixed stiffness values. Large variability in
the quality of the matches as well as small positioning
errors of the matchbox are believed to be the most

10. The contact force arises from the controller trying to reject the
perturbation of the planned trajectory of the match as it comes in
contact with the matchbox. The lower the stiffness, the lower the
controller effort and hence the contact force.
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Fig. 9: a): An attempt at trying to light the match using the position controller, resulting in the match breaking. b): The demonstration of
stiffness variations. The teacher indicates decrease of stiffness of the elbow joint (encircled) during the striking motion. The red arrow indicates
the direction of wiggling. Note that the demonstration was carried out without a match mounted on the robot. c,d,e,f): Snapshots from task
execution where the robot successfully lights the match using the learned stiffness profile.

TABLE 1: Rates of success the match lighting task with constant high
stiffness, constant low stiffness in the elbow joint and learned varying
stiffness in the elbow joint. A total of 20 trials was carried out for each
case.

Broke Broke and
was lit

Not
lit Lit Rate of

success

const. high
stiff.

4 11 2 3 15%

const. low
stiff.

1 3 14 3 15%

learned var.
stiff.

0 2 1 17 85%

important reasons of failure.

6 USER STUDY

In the previous Section, we described and exemplified
how our interfaces can be used for learning the stiffness
for different tasks. A crucial aspect of any LfD method is
how convenient it is for non-roboticists to use it. Indeed,
the whole motivation of LfD is to allow people without
technical knowledge in robotics to transfer skills to the
robot. In this section, we address this by evaluating our
approach through a user study. To provide a simple
alternative to our system, we developed a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) with which the user can change the
stiffness along the three Cartesian axes using sliders.

6.1 Subjects

Two groups of 14 participants took part in the study.
The participants in one group were asked to select the
stiffness using the GUI. The participants in the second
group used our proposed approach, combining wig-
gling motions for selectively decreasing the stiffness with
grasp force for uniformly increasing it, refer to Section
4. In the following, the two groups will be referred to
as the GUI group and the PHRI (Physical Human-Robot
Interface) group. The subjects were mainly recruited on
campus at EPFL. They were naive to robotics with an
age-range of 19-35. 10 out of the 28 participants were
female, with equal gender distribution in each group.

6.2 Task

The task considered was chosen specifically such that
there are different stiffness requirements along different

Contact force 

Perturbations 

Reference trajectory 

Starting point 

Fig. 10: The figure illustrates the drawing task. Force impulses along
the x-axis cause the robot to depart from the desired, straight trajectory.
The dashed line represents the part of the reference trajectory that lies
below the contact surface, giving rise to a contact force along the z-
axis. The teachers role is to change the stiffness of the robot, such that
the perturbations are rejected while the contact force remains small.

directions in task space. The task consisted in drawing
a straight line on a white-board. While the robot was
drawing, a series of impulses were added to the control
output, acting equivalently to external perturbations.
When such an impulse was applied, the robot departed
from its straight line trajectory. Furthermore, the ref-
erence trajectory was deliberately placed behind the
contact surface, such that a contact force was established
between the pen and the board, see Fig. 10. For safety
reasons, the robot was programmed to abort the task
whenever the contact force exceeded 15N. For maximum
performance in this task, the stiffness along the x-axis
(see Fig. 10) should be high, so that the robot can
counteract the force impulses. To ensure a low contact
force, the stiffness along the z-axis should be low. The
stiffness along the y-axis has no influence on the task
performance and could hence take arbitrary values. The
stiffness was set to be constant throughout the task.

6.3 Experiment Protocol
Each subject was given a description of the task, and the
instruction to choose the stiffness of the robot so as to
minimize the contact force and the departure from the
straight line. The instructions did not reveal the correct
task stiffness (described in Section 6.2). Subjects were
also given a description of the interface (GUI or PHRI
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depending on the group). After reading the description,
the subjects were allowed to familiarize themselves with
the interface during a practice period of two minutes.
During this time, the robot maintained a static reference
position while the participants were allowed to use the
interface and interact with the robot to understand how
their input affected the stiffness of the robot. The subjects
were also allowed to ask the experiment supervisor
interface-related questions during this time.

After the two minutes of practice, the subjects were
asked to improve the performance of the drawing task
by changing the stiffness of the robot. During the teach-
ing process, they could at any time ask the experiment
supervisor to start a new trial of the task. Subjects
were allowed to change the stiffness while the robot
was stationary between trials, or during the trials. They
were also allowed to temporarily remove the pen if they
wished to do so. Questions relating to the task (e.g. what
effect could be expected by increasing or decreasing the
stiffness) were not answered, while questions regarding
safety (e.g. where to hold the robot) were.

A successful trajectory was defined as follows:
1) The contact force never exceeded 15N, i.e. the robot

did not abort the drawing before reaching the end
of the line.

2) The standard deviation of the trajectory along the
x-axis was below a predefined threshold value.

The subjects were informed about their progress only
once they had managed to tune the stiffness such that a
successful trajectory had been completed.

After completing the teaching, the subjects were asked
to fill out a digital questionnaire containing the NASA
Task Load Index (TLX) [37] and the System Usability
Scale (SUS) [38] forms. The NASA Task Load Index is a
commonly used evaluation method for the workload of
a task. The evaluation consists in a series of workloads
(e.g. physical, mental and temporal demand) which are
rated using a 20-point Likert-scale. The System Usabil-
ity Index is based on 5-point Likert-scale agreement
response to statements about the user-friendliness of a
system, e.g. ‘I thought that the system was easy to use’.

6.4 Results

Our main hypothesis was that teaching stiffness vari-
ations using the PHRI would be more efficient than
using the GUI, which does not provide the immediate
haptic feedback that the PHRI does. We could observe
that subjects in the GUI group needed haptic feedback
to understand the effect of a change in stiffness value.
Indeed, the vast majority of the subjects in the GUI group
conducted their teaching by changing a value on the GUI
and subsequently pushing or pulling the end-effector in
different directions to get an idea of the effect that the
change in stiffness brought.

As quantitative measures of teaching efficiency, we
used the total amount of trials and the total teaching

TABLE 2: Objective and Subjective results from the user study. The
table entries are formatted as mean (standard deviation) for each of
the performance measures.

Teaching
time

Number
of trials SUS TLX

PHRI 239.8 (100.1) 5.4 (2.2) 68.2 (16.7) 34.4 (16.9)
GUI 467.9 (260.7) 11.0 (6.9) 69.4 (15.6) 43.92 (17.3)

time11 before the subjects had completed a successful
trajectory. These measures are presented in Table 2 along
with the subjective results from the TLX and SUS ques-
tionnaires. The mean and standard deviation for each
measure is also plotted in Fig. 11. The PHRI is clearly
advantageous in terms of the time it took the participants
to teach the task (Oneway ANOVA: p=0.006; Welsh:
p=0.004; Mann-Whitney: p=0.02). It also required fewer
trials (Oneway ANOVA: p=0.01; Welsh: p=0.007; Mann-
Whitney: p=0.03). Regarding usability, the GUI and the
PHRI are on par with no statistically significant differ-
ence between the SUS-scores of the two groups (Oneway
ANOVA: p=0.84, Welsh: p=0.42, Mann-Whitney: 0.47).
While the PHRI achieved a lower value of TLX than the
GUI (the lower the TLX, the better; range 0-100), this
difference is not enough to give a statistically significant
advantage to the PHRI (Oneway ANOVA: p=0.16; Welsh:
p=0.08; Mann-Whitney: p=0.08). A pairwise comparison
for each of the factors underlying the SUS and TLX
scores was also carried out, but no statistically significant
difference was found.

From the results of the user study, we draw three
conclusions:

1) All subjects, while being naive to robotics, were
able to very rapidly figure out how to use each
interface and to determine the appropriate stiffness
for the task.

2) Both interfaces were perceived as user-friendly (An
interface with a SUS-score above 65 is generally
considered user-friendly).

3) The PHRI was the most efficient of the two inter-
faces, as it allowed the users to teach the task faster
and with fewer trials.

7 DISCUSSION

We have addressed the problem of teaching tasks that
require or can benefit from task-based varying stiffness.
We proposed two modes of interaction and presented
interfaces that adapt the robot stiffness based on these
interactions. To make the robot more compliant, the
teacher wiggles the robot around its planned trajectory
as it is performing the task. To make the robot more stiff,
the teacher increases the pressure with which he holds
the robot. The robot responds online by adapting the
stiffness based on this interaction, providing the teacher
with instant haptic feedback on the effect of the teaching.
We have exemplified and demonstrated the usefulness

11. The total teaching time included the trials and the time for
adjusting the stiffness while stationary in between trials.
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Fig. 11: The figures show the mean and standard deviation of the
performance measures for the two groups.

of our approach in both CS and JS, and validated the
efficiency of the proposed interface through a user study.

In the second task (Section 5.2), we exemplified the
system for teaching joint-space stiffness variations in the
challenging task of lighting a match with the KUKA
LWR. We showed that the rate of success for light-
ing matches was significantly increased by varying the
stiffness compared to both constant high and constant
low stiffness. None of the task coordinates CS and JS
are universally better than the other. Which one to use
depends on the task and the robot at hand.

As opposed to other approaches to tuning the com-
pliance parameters in manipulation, our approach does
not use a model of the environment, nor does it re-
quire to optimize over a cost-function describing the
task. Instead, it assumes that the teacher is capable
of demonstrating appropriate stiffness variations to the
robot. For slow manipulation tasks, it is easy for a human
to determine when the robot is too stiff or too compliant.
This was shown by the results of our user study, in which
all subjects were able to figure out how the stiffness
should be adapted to increase the task performance,
regardless of the interface (GUI or PHRI) that was used
for teaching. For tasks that involve high speed motion, it
can be difficult for the teacher to have the time to achieve
the desired stiffness variations along the trajectory. A
straightforward remedy to this is to slow down or pause
the motion during the teaching process. The use of
incremental learning can also make it easier for the user
to gradually transfer the appropriate stiffness profile.
However, our interface (or any other instruction-based
interface) is likely not applicable to highly dynamic tasks
where varying stiffness is required to achieve explosive
motions12, such as kicking a ball. For such tasks, the
optimal stiffness control involves fast switching between
saturation levels [39], which is problematic to demon-
strate with the proposed interfaces as the possible rate of
change is limited. Furthermore, it is unlikely that even an
expert would be able to determine near-optimal stiffness
variations for such tasks.

12. This type of motions can be achieved with passively compliant
joints, which have the possibility to store energy.

Varying stiffness is often important in tasks involving
tools in physical contact. For such tasks, the wiggling
motions to decrease the stiffness may not be possible.
One solution to this difficulty is to let the robot execute
the task without contact during the teaching phase. This
can be achieved in several ways, e.g. by adding an offset
to the reference trajectory or simply by removing the tool
during teaching (as we did in the match-lighting task in
Section 5.2).

An alternative approach to learn and control contact
tasks such as lighting matches is to close the loop on
the contact force, using e.g. hybrid [40] or parallel force
control [13]. This requires a force sensor, and the control
system becomes more complex with additional param-
eters which directly influence the task performance and
hence should be chosen carefully. Therefore, it is in our
view generally preferable to avoid feedback force control
when not absolutely necessary. For tasks in which it
is important to track a reference contact force, force
feedback has to be used for good performance. In future
work, we plan on extending the proposed framework by
including position, stiffness and desired contact forces as
learnable and controllable parameters. Future work will
also extend the Cartesian teaching interface to include
rotational degrees of freedom.

All the experiments in this paper were carried out on
torque-controlled robots. Our approach can also be im-
plemented on a position-controlled robot, provided that
it is equipped with a force sensor, allowing compliant
motion by generating the position reference online based
on the sensed force [4].
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APPENDIX
GAUSSIAN MIXTURE REGRESSION WITH
PARAMETRIZED GENERALISATION

This appendix describes a slighly modified version of
Gaussian Mixture Regression, which can limit the gen-
eralisation in regions poorly covered by the training
data and instead fall back on an a priori defined basic
distribution in these regions. Consider a GMM with K
components that models the joint probability distribu-
tion of the variable ξ ∈ RM :

p(ξ) =

K∑
k=1

πkN (ξ;mk,Ck) (18)

where πk > 0,mk ∈ RM ,Ck ∈ RM×M for k = 1 . . .K are
the priors, means and covariances of the Gaussians in the
GMM. Assume that the modeled variable has an input
part and an output part ξ = [ξI , ξO]T . The distribution of
the output conditioned on the input can then be written:

p(ξO|ξI) =

K∑
k=1

p(k|ξI)N (ξO|ξI ;mk
O|I ,C

k
O|I) (19)

where

mk
O|I = mk

O +Ck
OI(C

k
I )−1(ξI −mk

I ) (20a)

Ck
O|I = Ck

O −C
k
OI(C

k
I )−1Ck

IO (20b)

with

mk =

[
mk
I

mk
O

]
, Ck =

[
Ck
I Ck

IO

Ck
OI Ck

O

]
(20c)

The weighting function p(k|ξI) represents the probability
of ξ being generated by component k. In standard GMR,
this weighting function is defined as:

p(k|ξI) =
πkN (ξI ;m

k
I ,C

k
I )∑K

i=1 π
iN (ξI ;m

i
I ,C

i
I)

(21)

GMR is a functional relationship between the input ξI
and the output ξO, which is achieved by taking the mean
of the conditional distribution in Eq. (19):

E{ξO|ξI} =

K∑
k=1

p(k|ξI)mk
O|I (22)

GMR is a convex sum of linear models, weighted non-
linearly across the input space. The normalization of
the mixing weights in Eq. (21) means that at least one
of the linear models will always have a significant
contribution to the regression signal. The practical ef-
fect of this normalization is generalization, i.e. that the
relationships found locally in training data are used
in inferring outputs for inputs which lie far from the
training data in input space. This is often a desirable
effect, since it can reduce the amount of training data
needed for good inference. However, sometimes it is
inappropriate to generalize in this manner. We propose
a novel regression strategy for GMM, which preserves
the advantages of the standard GMM/GMR formulation

while it allows to control the degree of generalization.
We introduce a basic distribution, which describes the
default relationship between the input and the output,
pb(ξO|ξI). We define the global conditional distribution
as:

p′(ξO|ξI) =

K∑
k=1

p′(k|ξI)N (ξO|ξI ;mk
O|I ,C

k
O|I) · · ·

+

(
1−

K∑
k=1

p′(k|ξI)

)
pb(ξO|ξI) (23)

We have put prime on the quantities that are different
compared to the standard GMR formulation. In contrast
to Eq. (19), the mixing weights for the components of the
GMM does not sum to 1. Instead,

∑K
k=1 p

′(k|ξI) can take
any value in the interval ]0, 1[. The second term describes
the contribution from the basic distribution pb(ξO|ξI).
The key to controlling the generalization are the mixing
weights of the components in the GMM, p′(k|ξI), which
we define as:

p′(k|ξI) =
πkN (ξI ;m

k
I ,C

k
I )∑K

i=1 π
iN (x;mi

I ,C
i
I) + (1− g(ξI))

(24a)

where

g(ξI) = max
k

exp

(
−1

2
((ξI −mk

I )T (cCk
I )−1(ξI −mk

I )

)
(24b)

where c > 0 is a constant. Compared to the mixing
weights in standard GMR in Eq. (21), our formulation
adds a second term in the denominator. This term
describes how distant ξI is to the closest Gaussian in
the GMM. Note that the distance to each Gaussian is
computed with the inverse covariance of the Gaussian
as metric. For this computation, the covariance is scaled
by c > 0. The added term in the denominator will
cause the mixing weights for the Gaussians in the GMM
to go to zero as the input moves far away from the
Gaussians, while the weight for the default distribution
tends to one. The amount of generalisation is controlled
with the parameter c, and as can be seen from Eq. (24),
c → ∞ leads to full generalization (as in the standard
formulation of GMR) while c → 0 gives weights that
drop quickly as the query input moves away from the
Gaussians. To move between these two extremes, one
can for example control c via a map φ : [0, 1[ 7→ [0,∞[:

c = c(z) = exp

(
z

1− z

)
− 1 (25)

where moving z in [0, 1[ corresponds to going from
minimal to full generalization. To perform regression
using this model, we proceed as in standard GMR and
take the mean of the distribution in Eq. (23), which
yields:

E{ξO|ξI} =

K∑
k=1

p′(k|ξI)mk
I|O +

(
1−

K∑
k=1

p′(k|ξI)

)
mb

(26)
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where mb is the mean of the basic distribution pb(ξO|ξI).
The basic distribution pb is a key element of this regres-
sion technique. It should represent the basic relationship
between the input and the output variable. The concep-
tual difference to standard GMR is that in regions poorly
covered in the demonstrations, and hence in the GMM,
we infer from the basic distribution instead of insisting
that the GMM should generalize globally. Note that for
the regression it is sufficient to define the mean of the
basic distribution.


